We currently witness the emergence of interesting new network topologies optimized towards the traffic matrices they serve, such as demand-aware datacenter interconnects (e.g., ProjecToR) and demandaware overlay networks (e.g., SplayNets). This paper introduces a formal framework and approach to reason about and design such topologies. We leverage a connection between the communication frequency of two nodes and the path length between them in the network, which depends on the entropy of the communication matrix. Our main contribution is a novel robust, yet sparse, family of network topologies which guarantee an expected path length that is proportional to the entropy of the communication patterns.
Introduction
Traditionally, the topologies and interconnects of computer networks were optimized toward static worst-case criteria, such as maximal diameter, maximal degree, or bisection bandwidth. For example, many modern datacenter interconnects are based on Clos topologies [1] which provide a constant diameter and a high bisection bandwidth, and overlay networks are often hypercubic, providing a logarithmic degree and route-length in the worst case.
While such topologies are efficient in case of worstcase traffic patterns, researchers have recently started developing novel network topologies which are optimized towards the traffic matrices which they actually serve, henceforth referred to as demand-aware topologies. For example, ProjecToR (ACM SIG-COMM 2016 [2] ) describes a novel datacenter interconnect based on laser-photodetector edges, which can be established according to the served traffic pattern, which often are far from random but ex-hibit locality. Another example are SplayNet overlays (IEEE/ACM Trans. Netw. 2016 [3] ).
Our Contribution
We in this paper present a novel approach to design demand-aware topologies, which come with provable performance and robustness guarantees. We consider a natural new metric to measure the quality of a demand-optimized network topology, namely whether the provided path lengths are proportional to the entropy in the traffic matrix: frequently communicating nodes should be located closer to each other. Entropy is a well-known metric in information and coding theory, and indeed, the topology designs presented in this paper are based on coding theory.
Our main contribution is a novel robust and sparse family of network topologies which guarantee an entropy-proportional path length distribution. Our approach builds upon the continuous-discrete design introduced by Naor and Wieder [4] . The two key benefits of the continuous-discrete design are its flexibility and simplicity: It allows to formally reason about topologies as well as routing schemes in the continuous space, and a simple discretization results in network topologies which preserve the derived guarantees.
At the heart of our approach lies a novel codingbased approach, which may be of independent interest.
We also believe that our work offers interesting new insights into the classic continuous-discrete approach. For instance, we observe that greedy routing can combine both forward and backward routing, which introduces additional flexibilities.
network designs for non-uniform distribution probabilities.
In general, however, the design of efficient communication networks has been studied extensively for many years already. While in the 1990s, efficient network topologies were studied intensively in the context of VLSI designs [5] , in the 2000s, researchers were especially interested in designing peer-to-peer overlays [6, 7, 8] , and more recently, research has, in particular, focused on designing efficient datacenter interconnects [9, 10] .
The design of robust networks especially has been of prime interest to researchers for many decades. In the field of network design, survivable networks are explored that remain functional when links are severed or nodes fail, that is, network services can be restored in the event of catastrophic failures [11, 12] . Recently, researchers have proposed an interesting generic and declarative approach to network design [13] .
The motivation for our work comes from recent advances in more flexible network designs, also leveraging the often non-uniform traffic demands [14] , most notably ProjecToR [2] , but also projects related in spirit such as Helios [15] , REACToR [16] , Flyways [17] , Mirror [18] , Firefly [19] , etc. have explored the use of several underlying technologies to build such networks.
The works closest to ours are the ContinuousDiscrete approach by Naor and Wieder [4] , the SplayNet [3] paper and the work by Avin et al. [20] . We tailor the first [4] to demand-optimized networks, and provide new insights e.g., how greedy routing can be used to combine both forward and backward routing, introducing additional flexibilities. SplayNet [3] and Avin et al. [20] focus on binary search trees resp. on sparse constant-degree network designs, however, they do not provide any robustness or path diversity guarantees. Moreover, [20] does not provide local routing.
Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our model. Section 3 introduces background and preliminaries. Section 4 then presents and formally evaluates our coding approach to topology designs. We then present routing and network properties in Sections 5 and 6. After reporting on simulation results in Section 7 we conclude our contribution in Section 8.
The Problem
Our objective is to design a communication network G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges, with n = |V | and m = |E|.
We assume that the network needs to serve route requests that are drawn independently from an arbitrary, but fixed distribution. We represent this request distribution R using the n × n demand matrix R, where entry R ij denotes the probability of a request from source u i to destination u j . The source and destination marginal distribution vectors are defined, respectively, as
where 1 is the all-ones vector and, being a probability matrix, 1 R1 = 1. While it is desirable that G has a low diameter, we in this paper additionally require that this diameter is also found, by a simple greedy routing scheme. Supporting greedy routing is attractive, as messages can always be forwarded without global knowledge, but only based on the header and neighbor information. This allows for a more scalable forwarding and also supports fast implementations, also in hardware.
Given a network G and a routing algorithm A, denote by Route G,A (i, j) the route length from node u i to node u j . Traditionally, the route lengths are optimized uniformly across all possible pairs. However, in this paper, we seek to optimize the expected path length Definition 1. Given a request distribution R, a network G and a routing algorithm A, the expected path length of the system is defined as:
(or EPL for short), with respect to distribution R.
We seek to design network topologies which are not only good for routing, but also feature desirable properties along other dimensions. These dimensions are often not binary but offer a spectrum, and sometimes also stand in conflict with other properties, introducing tradeoffs. We consider the following four basic dimensions:
1. Routing Efficiency: The network should feature a small expected path length. Therefore, the diameter, and more importantly, the routing distance (which may be larger) between frequently communicating nodes should be shorter than the distance between nodes that communicate less frequently.
Sparsity:
We are interested in sparse networks, where the number of edges is small, ideally even linearly proportional to the number of nodes nodes. Indeed, as we will see, our proposed graphs have at most |E| ≤ 4n edges.
Fairness:
The degree of a node in the network as well as the node's level of participation in the routing, should be proportional to the node's activity level in the network. Putting it differently, a network is unfair if nodes that are not very active (in R) have a high degree or need to forward a disproportional amount of traffic. To be more formal, let d i denote the degree of node u i in G R and in addition, define the n × 1 activity vector a = p s +p d , where element a i is the activity level of u i drawn from the request distribution R. We require that the degree of u i is linearly proportional to a i , that is, a small positive constant c exists such that d i ≤ c a i n for all nodes u i .
Robustness:
The network and the routing algorithm should be robust to (random and adversarial) edge failures.
Let's consider an example demand matrix along with different possible network topologies (see Figure 1, the size of nodes is proportional to their activity level). Assume a network with 9 nodes V = u 0 , . . . , u 8 and an activity level distribution p = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p 9 } where p i = c −1 · i −1 and p i = 1. Additionally assume that nodes i and j communicate with probability p(i, j) = p i · p j . Let's consider a complete graph. A complete graph topology is very robust to failures and efficient in terms of routing. But the degree of every node is high, independently of the activity, and the number of edges is n 2 . Thus, the network is not sparse and not fair.
Our second network is a star network. The star topology is sparse with only n − 1 edges. The efficiency is almost the same as for complete network, that largest route has length 2. Also the edge robustness is good since edge failures will lead to a disconnection of the same number of nodes; but a single failure of the central node will bring down the entire network, so this topology is not robust. The fairness of the network is also problematic: the central node has degree n − 1 and is involved in all routing, although its activity level may be much smaller than that.
To solve the fairness problem, but keep the graph sparse, researchers recently proposed a communication aware (overlay) network that is based on a binary search tree [3] . Since the network is a binary search tree, all nodes have low degree, the graph is sparse and achieves fairness (with regard to node degree) as well as greedy routing. Beside having selfadujsting properties (which we do not consider here), the authors showed that the expected route length in the network is proportional to the maximum of the entropy of the source and destination distributions. This is achieved by placing highly active nodes closer to the root. Moreover the authors showed that their bound on the route length is optimal in the case that the request distribution follows a product distribution (and the network is a binary tree). However, the network is a tree, and is not robust.
A topology that overcomes the robustness problem of trees, but keeps the graph sparse, is the grid (see Figure 1 (d) ). This topology is fair, because each node keeps only a small number, up to 4, transport connections to other nodes. Moreover, this topology is robust: it allows for multiple routing paths between any two nodes, therefore in case of an edge or node failure, the graph stays connected. The number of edges is linearly proportional to the number of nodes, so it's sparse. Additionally the grid supports greedy routing, but its major problem is that the routing paths (and the shortest paths) are long, thus its not efficient in terms of expected path length.
We continue our discussion by considering a network that is sparse, robust, fair and has short paths between nodes. An example are random graphs. It is well known that random sparse graphs will have all the above properties, for example by using the famous Erdős-Rényi random graph model [21] (see Figure 1 (e)). A known problem with random graphs is that they do not support greedy routing [22] , and these graphs are hence not interesting in our case.
We end the discussion by reaching our proposed topology designs, CACD, which is shown in Figure  1 (f). We will show, that our solution provides a good balance between all the above properties. It is a sparse, fair and robust network. And as required, it support greedy routing while being communication aware by design. That is, the expected route length is a function of the communication matrix R. It particular, our main result proves that the expected path length is the minimum of the entropy of the source and destination distributions.
Preliminaries
In order to design communication-aware network topologies, we pursue an information-theoretical approach. This section revisits some basic informationtheoretic concepts which are important to understand the remainder of the paper. Moreover, it provides the necessary background on topology designs, and introduces preliminaries.
Entropy and Shannon-Fano-Elias Coding. Recall that entropy is a measure of unpredictability of information content [23] . For a discrete random variable X with possible values {x 1 , . . . , x n }, the (binary) entropy H(X) of X is defined as
pi where p i is the probability that X takes the value x i . Note that, 0 · log 2 1 0 = 0 and we usually assume that p i > 0 ∀i. Let p denote X's probability distribution, then we may write H(p) instead of H(X).
Shannon-Fano-Elias [24] is a well-known prefix code for lossless data compression. The Shannon-FanoElias algorithm derives variable-length codewords based on the probability of each possible symbol, depending on its estimated frequency of occurrence. As in other entropy encoding methods, more common symbols are generally represented using fewer bits, to reduce the expected code length. We choose this coding method for our topology design, due to its simplicity and since its expected code length is almost optimal.
Consider a discrete random variable of symbols X with possible values {x 1 , . . . , x n } and the corresponding symbol probability p i . The encoding is based on cumulative distribution function (CDF)
The coding scheme encodes symbols using function
Denote by (x) 01 the binary representation of x. The codeword for symbol x i consists of the first i bits of the fractional part ofF i , cw i = (F i ) 01 i ,where the code length i is defined as
The above construction guarantees (i) that the codewords cw i are are prefix-free and (ii) that the expected code length (5) is close to the entropy H(X) of random variable X
Continuous-Discrete Approach. Our work builds upon the continuous-discrete topology design approach introduced by Naor and Wieder [4] . It is based on a discretization of a continuous space into segments, corresponding to nodes. There are two variants, and here we follow the first variant which is a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) , called Distance Halving.
The construction starts with a continuous graph G c defined over a 1-dimensional cyclic space I = [0, 1). As shown in Figure 2 , for every point x ∈ I, the left, right, and backward edges of x are the points
It is easy to check that l(x) and r(x) always fall in [0, 1). In addition, when x is written in binary form, l(x) effectively inserts a 0 at the left (most significant bit), whereas r(x) shifts a 1 into the left. The backward edge removes the most significant bit.
The discrete network G x is then a discretization of G c according to a set of n points x in I, with x i < x i+1 for all i. The points of x divide I into n segments, one for each node:
Nodes x i , x j are connected by an edge in the discrete graph G if there exists an edge (y, z) in the continuous graph, such that y ∈ s i and z ∈ s j . In addition, we add edges (x i , x i+1 ) and (x n−1 , x 0 ) so that G x contains a ring.
An important parameter of the decomposition of I is the ratio between the size of the largest and the smallest cell (segment), which is called the smoothness and denoted by ρ(x) = max i,j |si| |sj | . The total number of edges in G x without the ring edges is at most 3n − 1, the maximum out-degree without the ring edges is at most ρ(x) + 4, and the maximum indegree without the ring edges is at most 2ρ(x) + 1.
In the original construction by Naor and Wieder, the x i s were assumed to be uniform random variables. The goal is to offer a constant degree network with equal loads, and ensure smoothness (i.e., minimal ρ). The authors also show that the Distance Halving construction resembles the well known De Bruijn graphs [25] : if x i = i n and n = 2 r then the discrete Distance Halving graph G x without the ring edges is isomorphic to the r-dimensional De Bruijn graph. Based on this the authors propose two greedy lookup algorithms with a path length of logarithmic order (i.e., r). We use similar ideas in our routing.
CACD Topology Design
We propose a coding-based topology design which reflects communication patterns. We will show that our solution provides an efficient routing (the expected path length is the minimum of the source and destination distribution entropy), but also meets our requirements in terms of sparsety, fairness and robustness.
The basic idea behind our communication-aware continuous-discrete (CACD) topology design is simple. Similar to the classic continuous-discrete approach, we start by designing a continuous network G c in the 1-dimensional cyclic space I = [0, 1). This continuous network is subsequently discretized so as to obtain G. In contrast to previous work however, in our discrete graph construction we do not place nodes (or, more precisely, points x) in a uniform or random manner. Rather, the points x are placed on I according to the CDF of the the distribution p:
Let U I be a uniform random variable on I. The i-th point x i is then given by
Though adding U I is not crucial to our construction, the resulting randomness aids us in overcoming an adversary (see Section 6) . Node u i is therefore responsible for segment
of length p i . For simplicity of presentation, in the following we omit the modulo operator, and all points x ∈ I are taken modulo 1. The rest of the discretization is like in the continuous-discrete approach. In the discrete graph G x , each node u i is associated with the segment s i , and we may refer to this segment as s i as well. If a point y is in s i , we say that u i covers y. A pair of vertices u i and u j has an edge (u i , u j ) in G x if there exists an edge (y, z) in the continuous graph, such that y ∈ s i and z ∈ s j . The edges (u i , u i+1 ) and (u n−1 , u 0 ) are added such that G x contains a ring. An important feature of our design (which we use later in our routing algorithm) is the relationship between the segment s i of a node to its codeword cw i . Let the ID of node u i be cw i :
Recall that i is the length of cw i , see Eq.(4). Define cs i to be the code segment of v i :
We will use the following property of cs i : Property 1. cs i contains all the points z ∈ I s.t. cw i is a prefix of z.
We omit the proof here and note that by definition cw i ∈ cs i , and cs i ⊆ s i is a basic property of ShannonFano-Elias coding, so it is a prefix code. Figure 3a illustrates the segment and code segment of v i , for simplicity U I = 0.
Let us clarify our approach with an example. Consider the activity distribution given in Table 1 and, for simplicity of presentation, set U I = 0. Carrying out the codeword construction as shown in the table, we get the node placement of Figure 3b .
Repeating the same process for all nodes, we obtain the discrete graph G x which is shown in Figure 3c . Notice that u 4 has also an edge to u 1 : this edge is a result of a left edge of u 1 , or equally, a backward edge for a point in s 4 .
CACD Routing
We investigate the routing efficiency for networks produced with our approach.
Routing Algorithms. In the spirit on the original continuous-discrete approach [4] and de Bruijn graphs [25] , greedy routing can be done using two basic methods, forward and backward routing. Both methods were previously used for fixed length addresses, and thus in our construction require some adjustments due to the variable length of the node IDs. We start with forward routing. Let σ(i) = cw i be the binary code and the ID for u i and let σ(i) t denote its suffix of length t. Denote by 0.σ(i) t and 1.σ(i) t the concatenation of a bit to the string σ(i) t . For every point y ∈ I and for every node u i , we define the function walk(σ(i) t , y) in the following recursive manner:
In other words, walk(σ(i) t , y) is the point reached by a walk that starts at y and proceeds according to σ(i) t from the least significant bit to the most significant bit of σ(i) t . When node u i initiates a routing to the node u j , the header of the message u i sends should contain the following information: The destination ID σ(j) = cw j , the source ID cw i (which is u i s location), a counter t initially set to 0, and a routing mode flag f , which defines if we use the forward (f = 1) or backward (f = 0) routing method.
The starting point of routing is at the source u i and with t = 0 and walk(σ(j)
For any two nodes, a source u i and a destination u j , the forward routing will always reach the destination node and the routing path length will be at most j hops.
Proof. We first claim that routing on G c will reach s j in j hops. The routing starts at cw i . Every hop effectively inserts 0 or 1 into the left of the current location, which defines a new location on I. By the definition of Forward Routing, every hop is done according to the appropriate bit of cw j starting from the least significant bit. So the final location z will be the concatenation of the cw j and cw i codewords, z = cw j ⊕ cw i (where ⊕ is the concatenation operator of two strings). By Property 1 and Claim 1, z = cw j ⊕ cw i ∈ cs j ⊆ s j , and therefore it is covered by node u j . The cw j bit string length is equal to j , therefore the routing path length in G c will be at most j hops. To conclude the proof we note that every hop in the continuous graph between x and y is possible in the discrete graph since if x ∈ s k and y ∈ s k there must be an edge (by definition) between u k and u k .
Let us provide a small forward routing example from the network of Table 1 and Figure 3c . Consider node u 6 (ID 1110) to be the source and node u 4 (ID 100) to be the destination. In the continuous graph the route starts at node u 6 at the point 0.1110, and forwarding is according to the destination address bits (from least to most significant), to the Table 1 : An example network with 6 nodes. For each node i, the table presents the node activity level p i , the CDF F i , the altered CDFF i and its full binary representation (F i ) 01 , the code length i , the ShannonFano-Elias binary code cw i , and the position of x i in I.
(a) Segments and code segments In the discrete graph, the message is sent from u 6 to u 3 to u 2 to u 4 and has 3 hops, the length of the destination ID. Note that the last point 0.1001110 is guaranteed to belong to the code segment of u 4 since its prefix is 100.
We now consider the second routing algorithm, called backward routing. Assume node u i wants to route to node u j . Now, a message traveling from u i to u j would start at the point σ(i)⊕σ(j) ∈ cs i and travel the path backwards, along the backward edges, until it has reached cs j . The source node u i creates messages that contain the source ID equal to cw j , target ID cw j , counter t initially set to 0 and routing mode flag f = 0, which defines the backward routing method. The following is a more formal description of the protocol at node u k :
Algorithm 2 Backward Routing -at node u k 1: if u k is the destination: done. 2: find the node u next which covers σ(i) l(i)−t−1 ⊕cw j 3: increase t and forward the message to u next Similarly to forward routing we can bound the hops:
Lemma 2. For any source u i destination u j pair, the backward routing will always reach the destination node, and the routing path length is at most (i) hops.
We can now bound the expected path length.
Expected Path Length. We proceed to characterize the expected routing length for a request distribution matrix R with source and destination marginal distributions p s and p d and corresponding entropy measures of p s and p d , respectively.
In particular, we are interested in algorithm A that uses forward routing whenever H(p s ) ≥ H(p d ) and backward routing when H(p s ) ≤ H(p d ). The following theorem bounds the expected path length of A. Theorem 1. For any request distribution R, the expected path length satisfies EPL(R, G, A) < min{H(p s ), H(p d )} + 2.
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2, for any two nodes source u i and destination u j , the routing path length is at most the codeword length. By Eq. (7) p is the marginal distribution with minimum entropy and the distribution by which we build the network. Based on Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), the expected routing path length is
A nice observation is that we can propose an Improved Routing Algorithm by combining forward routing and backward routing. Each node that initiates a routing decides on the routing mode. If the destination node codeword is shorter than the source codeword, then it selects the forward routing mode, otherwise it selects the backward routing mode. A relay node process according to mode, defined by source node. Let the improved algorithm be denoted by A * .
Claim 2. For any two nodes source u i and destination u j , the routing path length using the improved algorithm A * will be min( (i), (j)).
In other words, combining forward and backward routing can only help and EPL(R, G, A * ) ≤ EPL(R, G, A).
Routing Under Failure. In case of edge failures, our routing algorithms could be easily resumed by sending the message to any available neighbor. We add this feature to our algorithms, and every time when a next hop edge fails at node u i , we select uniformly at random any valid edge to a neighbor node u j , reset the routing message and send it to u j , to continue routing as if it is a new route starting from node u j . Our construction contains rings, therefore to prevent infinite loops, we will define the maximum routing length restrictions (TTL).
Next we prove other important network properties like sparsity, fairness and robustness.
CACD Network Properties
Let us take a closer look at the basic connectivity properties of the networks designed by our approach. We start with deriving basic connectivity properties, especially regarding sparsity, degree fairness, and robustness. Our results demonstrate that, even though the designed networks have low degree in expectation, each network is well-connected.
Sparsity.
Similar to the original ContinuousDiscrete approach, we can prove that our network is sparse. The proof is essentially the same as in the original construction and we omit it here. Proposition 1. The total number of edges in G, without the ring edges, is at most 3n − 1.
Fairness and Nodes Degree. Our requirement for fairness (Section 2) was that node degree will be proportional to its activity and so low activity nodes will not have a high degree. Using the original Continuous-Discrete approach we are able to extend their results and show an upper bound on a node degree that is based on its activity. Recall that in our construction the activity level of a node u i is equal to p i = |s i | and denoted as p i . 
Proposition 2.
The maximum out-degree of u i without the ring edges is at most ρ i +4, and the maximum in-degree without the ring edges is at most 2ρ i + 1.
Since our construction is randomized (based on the random shift U I ), we can provide a tighter bound on the expected degree of a node u i , and show that the expected out-degree and in-degree of each node u i is proportional to n · p i .
Lemma 3.
The expected out-degree of node u i is 1 + 0.5(n − 3) · p i and the expected in-degree is 0.5 + (n − 1.5) · p i .
Proof. From the linearity of expectation, we have (13) where each indicator random variable L ij and R ij becomes 1 if the segment of node u j intersects that of the left and right images of u i , respectively.
Consider first the right-image intersection random variable R ij , and denote by δ = x j − x i the distance between the start of segments s j and s i . Since node u j can only be a right-neighbor of u i if segments r(s i ) and s j intersect, we have that
is a random variable that lies uniformly in [0, 0.5).
Similarly, for the left image
Separately, the intersection probabilities depend on δ (for instance, when δ > 0.5(1 + p i ) the right intersection probability is always zero). The probability of the joint event however is independent of δ.
Substituting to Equation (13), we get that the expected out-degree of u i is:
and our claim follows. Very similarly we can show the expected in-degree.
Connectivity and Robustness. Our goal is to show that the CACD topology is highly connected and robust to edge failures. In particular, we claim that in order to disconnect a set with high activity, one needs to fail many edges. More formally for a set S ⊆ V , let p S denote its probability according to p, i.e., p S = ui∈S p i . The cut C(S,S) is the set of edges connecting S to its compliment,S = V \ S: C(S,S) = {(u, v) : u ∈ S, v ∈S, (u, v) ∈ E}. We can claim the following.
Theorem 2. For any set of nodes S ⊆ V s.t. p S ≤ 1/2, its expected number of edges in the cut is:
For example this theorem entails that if log p min = Ω(log n) then disconnecting a set with constant activity p S will require failing many edges, namely Ω(n/ log n) edges. Recall that in a tree network there are sets where this can be achieved by failing exactly one edge.
Proof. To prove this we will use the expansion properties of de Bruijn graphs. The edge expansion [26] of a graph G is defined as:
Then for a graph with expansion α and a set S (assume w. l. o. g. that |S| ≤ |S|), the number of edges in the cut is at least |E(S,S)| ≥ α · |S|. It is known that the expansion of a de Bruijn graph with 2 r nodes is Θ(1/r) [5] . Our first step will be to bound the image of S in the continues graph. Let Im(S) denote the set of points x ∈ I s.t. x has a neighbour in S in the continues graph G c . We can claim:
Proof. Let r = log p min /3 and recall that if we discretize the continuos graph into uniform size segments of size 2 −r , it results in a de Bruijn graph with 2 r nodes [4] . Denote this graph by G r . Since the expansion of G r is Θ( 1 r ) and S has Θ( p S 2 r ) nodes in G r , the edge cut size, |C(S,S)| = Θ( ps2 r r ) in G r . Since G r 's maximum degree is 4 and the length of each segment is 2 −r , the claim follows.
To bound E |C(S,S)| we need now to bound the expected number of segments inS that intersect with Im(S). This could be done with indicator functions similar to the proof which bound the expected degree. Recall that p s ≤ 1/2 and we additionally assume w. l. o. g. that |S| ≤ n/2 (if this is not the case, we can replace S withS to our benefit). Im(S) may be a union of disjoint segment. Let s 1 , s 2 , . . . s k denote these segments s.t. Im(S) = ∪s i and |Im(S)| = |s i |. AssumeS contains > n/2 nodes with corresponding segments v 1 , v 2 , . . . v . Let the indicator function I i,j denote if segment s i intersects with segment u j . Note that in this case node u j ∈S will have an edge with a node in S. We can now bound E |C(S,S)| as
Since v j is uniformly distributed in I we have
This together with Eq. 15 concludes the proof.
In addition we can prove that G x is 2-edgeconnected so no removal of a single edge can disconnect the graph.
Experiments
We complement our formal analysis with a simulation study.
Setup and Methodology. The following experiments illustrate the properties which emerge when one enhances the continuous-discrete approach by taking the request distribution R into account. At the heart of our model lies the entropy of the marginal source and destination distributions p s and p d . In order to test our construction across a range of possible entropies, we determined the per-node demand (the source or the destination) according to Zipf's law:
. We aim to model a power law distribution where the parameter s controls the (possibly high) variance in the activity level of nodes, as well the entropy. It is known that:
where the exponent s ≥ 0 and H n,s is the nth generalized harmonic number. After constructing marginal distributions p s and p d according to Zipf's law (with different id permutations for each case) we construct the demand matrix R as the product distribution R = p s p d . Admittedly, this is only one of many possible choices for the request distribution and, being a product distribution, our chosen R does not possess the strong locality properties which are sometimes present in real networks. We argue however that our choice is a natural one: Power law distributions have been observed and used in many contexts, and are well-studied. Moreover, by varying s, we can test our approach across the entire entropy spectrum, from the extremes of maximum entropy (s = 0, uniform activity levels) to zero entropy (s 0, very large variance). Notice that, even though this chosen demand distribution is deterministic, our construction is not-the ordering of the nodes on the ring can be arbitrary. To evaluate our approach across all possible orderings, we performed multiple iterations, permuting the node ordering randomly each time.
Fairness and Nodes Degree. We first investigate the properties of the network topology itself, regardless of the routing method. In particular, we would like to show that our design leverages the demand distribution to achieve a good trade-off between two competing objectives: (i) Attaining a well connected network in expectation. This implies that paths between nodes that communicate often should be short. And (ii) having a degree that is not only small, but also proportional to the demand.
To this end, we generated networks of 300 nodes, with two representative values of the Zipf's exponent, s = 0.5 and s = 1 for the node activity distribution (larger values of s result in an unrealistic distributions where more than 50% of the probability mass is concentrated in a single node). Figure 4 depicts the node degree of each node u i , averaged over 50 realizations, (vertical axis), as a function of its activity level p i (horizontal axis). As expected, in the original Continuous-Discrete approach (CD) shown in red there is no correlation between p i and node degree, as the construction ignores p. In contrast, and similar to our analysis, in the proposed code-based approach (CB) shown in black node degrees are correlated with p i and proportional to np i . Nodes with low activity level will not have high degree, while nodes with high activity levels will have on average higher degrees. Note that this correlation is based on p which is the base for the construction. Since p can be, for example, the source distribution (and not the destination distribution), it could still be the case that a node is highly active as destination but has low degree. But as we require, the opposite will not happen, a node with low activity (either as source or destination) will not have a high degree. Expected Path Length. We proceed to examine the efficiency of code-based routing (CBR) and to compare it to that in the original continuousdiscrete approach (CDR). Formally, code-based routing (CBR) is the improved routing based on Claim 2, a routing that compares the source and destination IDs and uses the shorter route based on forward or backward edges, Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. We use CBR (fwd) to explicitly denote using forward routing on the CACD network. The original continuous-discrete approach (CDR) is using forward routing. To test the role of entropy, we measure the expected path length (EPL) defined in Eq. (2) for networks of size 300 over a wide range of Zipf's law exponents. For every exponent s we generate p s and p d , repeat 50 simulations, and take the average. As shown in the Figure 5 , by optimizing the topology design using the request distribution one obtains a dramatic improvement of routing path length (in expectation). The role of entropy as an upper bound is also clear from the figure. Whereas the performance of CDR remains constant across all exponents s (we remind the reader that s controls the entropy-see Eq. 18), using CBR with highly skewed distributions (large s) results in shorter paths. Moreover, the EPL is lower and upper bounded by H(p) and H(p) + 2, respectively.
Insight 2. Frequently occurring paths are shorter.
The relation between path probability and path length is more clearly depicted in Figure 6 . In the figure, we choose exponent s = 1 for which H(p) = 6.37 and plot for each node pair the path probability (horizontal axis) and the corresponding routing path length averaged across all iterations (vertical axis). As per our analysis, in CBR, the path length between two nodes u i and u j depends on the minimum of their assigned codewords cw i and cw j (Lemma 1), which in turn is inversely proportional to min{p i , p j }. Simply put, by design, the more active a node pair is, the shorter the path between them. In particular, while the longest path is as high as 12 hops, the overwhelming majority of frequently occurring paths are very short. Specifically, we can see that all paths with probability larger than 10 −4 are of length below 8. On the other hand, the paths of CDR are approximately 18 hops long, and are independent of the path probability.
Insight 3. Scalability. Importantly, how are our results affected by the network size? To find out, we set s = 1 and repeated our experiments over networks with size varying from 100 to 1,000 nodes. Figure 7 shows the EPL for each network size, averaged over 10 iterations. It is clear from the figure, that for CBR the path length grows with H(p), which can be much lower than the O(log n), achieved by CDR. Load Balancing. Next we study load properties. We set to answer two questions: First, is there is a correlation between node activity and node load? Recall that nodes also serve as relays helping to forward messages from other nodes. Second, is the load balanced also on the edges of the network? In Section 6, we showed that every node u k has in expectation a degree proportional to its activity a k . Our results however do not guarantee the same about the load of each node, meaning the aggregate traffic u k relays. As it turns out, the answer is negative. Our simulations presented in Figure 8 show that low activity (and degree) nodes also do not serve much traffic. As before, the simulation were conducted on networks of 300 nodes, where the results are the average of many simulations. For each node u k , we summed the probabilities R ij of all routing paths which go via relay u k , with i, j = k. Similar to the nodes degree case, the node load in the Code-Based case is proportional to the demand. However, we can see that there is no dependency between node relay load and the activity probability in the Non Code-Based case.
Robustness to Failures. Let us next study robust- ness properties. We consider a scenario where every edge fails independently with probably f . Then we run our routing algorithms with given message T T Ls and a fail recovery mechanism. That is, in each step, the T T L is decreased and the message is dropped if it did not reach the destination before T T L = 0. To recover an edge failure (i.e., the next hop is not accessible), the message is sent to a random neighbor and re-routed from there to the destination. This mechanism is run in both the code and non-code based networks.
We first evaluate the route success fraction, i.e., that fraction of routes that were to reach the destination for varying edge failure probabilities. Note that this is a weighted fraction, and we sum the probabilities p(i, j) of all the successful routes. In this simulation, we set the T T L parameter to be 3 times the route length without failures. The top subfigure of Figure 9 shows our results for edges failure probabilities up to 50%. Clearly, our approach improves the resistance to edge failures, and allows us to deliver more requests to the destination. With 10% failures, we can deliver more than 80% of the messages and with 15% we can deliver more than 70% of the messages.
The bottom subfigure examine the effect of a maximum allowed routing length (TTL). We set the edge failure probability to be equal to 10%. The measure is the fraction of routing successes, which is equal to the accumulated success of path weights p(i, j) the figure shows that our approach is able to re-route traffic much better than the original approach, as TTL increases. In the case where the TTL is greater than 3 times the original path length, we succeed to finish routes in more than 80%, where in the non code-based The (bottom subfigure) shows the results for increasing TTL and failure probability of 10%.
design the success rate in less than 50%.
Conclusion
Inspired by the advent of more traffic optimized datacenter interconnects and overlay topologies, this paper introduced a formal metric and approach to design robust and sparse network topologies providing information-theoretic path length guarantees, based on coding. We see our contributions on the conceptual side and understand our work as a first step. In particular, more work is required to tailor our framework to a specific use case, such as a datacenter interconnect or peer-to-peer overlay, where specific additional constraints may arise, such as channel attenuation, jitter, etc., or where greedy routing may not be needed but routes can be established along shortest paths.
